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1. INTRODUCTION
There is growing concern about the serious
negative societal impacts of data-driven
technologies operated by large technology
companies (e.g. privacy erosion, harms to
democracy, economic inequality). However,
existing power dynamics between the public
and tech companies limit the public’s ability
to change tech company behavior (Ho 2019;
Hecht et al. 2018). For instance, attempts to
exert leverage against tech companies
through consumer protest, e.g. boycotts,
must contend with the market power of large
tech companies (Herndon 2019; Posner and
Weyl 2018; Rogoff 2019).

Fig. 1. Illustrates two forms of data leverage: conscious data
contribution and data strikes.

In this abstract, we explore how the public might additionally exert data leverage against tech
companies. Users (i.e. the public) play a critical role in the economic success of tech companies by
providing training data—i.e. “data labor” (Arrieta Ibarra et al. 2018)—that is critical to the operation
of data-driven technologies (Arrieta Ibarra et al. 2018; Posner and Weyl 2018; Vincent, Hecht, and Sen
2019; Vincent et al. 2019; McMahon, Johnson, and Hecht 2017). The literature studying this topic
suggests that users can use this data labor role as a new form of leverage. Moreover, recent research
indicates fertile ground exists for actioning this leverage: 30% of U.S.-based respondents reported they
already stop or change their technology use as a form of protest against tech companies (Li et al. 2019).
In prior work, we identified one form of data leverage: data strikes (Vincent, Hecht, and Sen 2019). In
a data strike, a group of users who wish to protest the values or actions of a tech company withholds
and/or deletes their data contributions to reduce the performance of the company’s data-driven
technologies. While our prior work found through simulations that data strikes might be effective, data
strikes must contend with the diminishing returns of data to machine learning (ML) performance
(Hestness et al. 2017). This means that a small data strike will likely have a very small effect on other
users. Additionally, a user who participates in a data strike hinders their own ability to benefit from
personalization-based ML systems, which may make participation hard to sustain.
Here, we propose and evaluate an alternative means for users to exert data leverage against tech
companies: conscious data contribution (henceforth CDC). In CDC, a group of users who wishes to
protest a tech company contributes their data to a competing institution (e.g. another tech company)
whose values or actions with which they agree more. They can additionally delete their data from the
offending company’s dataset, effectively combining a data strike and CDC. A group of users could even
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stand up a new competitor in the market using CDC. CDC leverages the fact that data is “nonrival”—
many firms can use the same data (Jones and Tonetti 2019).
In theory, CDC has two desirable characteristics compared to data strikes. First, CDC is more realistic
within short-term time frames, which is important given the growing demand for immediate changes
to the power dynamics between users and tech companies. In particular, CDC can utilize increasing
support for data portability from regulators and tech companies (Herrman 2018). Second, while small
data strikes must fight an uphill battle against the diminishing returns of data, CDC uses diminishing
returns to its advantage. Even small contributions of data could hugely improve the performance of a
CDC beneficiary’s data-driven technologies, helping it to compete with the target of a protest.
To begin to understand how CDC might work in practice, we simulated CDC – both with and without
data deletion from the offending company – for four widely-studied ML use cases: two recommendation
tasks and two classification tasks. For context, we also simulated data strikes (i.e. data deletion only).
We measured the effectiveness of CDC, CDC-with-deletion, and data strikes by defining a Data
Leverage Power metric that allows us to compare the ML performance of a simulated large, data-rich
incumbent company (the target of CDC) with that of a small competitor (the beneficiary of CDC). Our
findings suggest that CDC with small participation rates can have large effects in terms of reducing the
gap between a data-rich incumbent and its small competitor. If just 20% of users participate, the small
competitor can get 70% of the way towards best-case performance for all our ML use cases. In certain
situations, just 5% of users can get the small competitor 50% of the way to best-case performance, and
20% of users can get the small competitor 90% of the way. Furthermore, while we must be cautious in
directly comparing the Data Leverage Power of CDC and data strikes because they operate differently
(i.e. helping a competitor vs. directly hurting a company), we see that CDC is highly effective even when
deletion of data from the offending company is impossible and may be more powerful than data strikes
for many real-world contexts with small to medium participation rates.
2. EXPERIMENTS
We conducted a series of experiments to compare the ML performance of two simulated companies with
access to different data sets. For each ML use case, we assume the following scenario: (1) There is a
large, data-rich incumbent company (called “Large Co.”) that starts with a full dataset. (2) Some users
of Large Co.’s data-driven technologies are interested in protesting Large Co. because of its values or
actions. (3) To do so, they want to support an existing small, data-poor competing company – “Small
Co.” that better aligns with their values. We considered variations in this scenario in which users can
contribute data to Small Co.’s dataset while deleting it from Large Co.’s dataset (CDC-with-deletion) as
well as variations in which deletion is impossible (CDC-only). For additional context, we also considered
variations in which users only engage only in a data strike (Deletion-only).
Our experiments follow procedures similar to those used by learning curve research that has sought to
understand the relationship between ML performance and training dataset size (Hestness et al. 2017).
Our procedure involved identifying a highly accurate, commonly-used ML approach for each use case,
repeatedly retraining the corresponding model with samples of the benchmark training set
corresponding to different CDC and/or deletion participation rates (e.g. 1%, 5%, etc.), and evaluating
model performance.
Data leverage simulations have two major differences from learning curve simulations. First, for
recommendation datasets (which attribute data points to users), we randomly sample users (e.g. 1%,
5%, etc.) to engage in CDC and/or data deletion. For our classification datasets, we randomly sample
data points directly, as in learning curve research. Second, when simulating CDC, we can evaluate each
company’s model using a test set split from that company’s data sample (e.g. Small Co. receives a 20%
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sample of data points, and creates a test set by splitting 10% of this sample) or we can create a test set
that is hidden from each company, which allows us to measure how good a company’s performance
might be for users accessing the technology anonymously (e.g. a user who receives recommendations in
“Private Browsing” mode). In this extended abstract, we focus on performance evaluated by each
simulated company, which corresponds to how well each Co.’s system works for their current users.
In our experiments, we consider two recommender use cases and two classification use cases:
recommenders that predict movie ratings (using the MovieLens 10-M dataset) (Rendle, Zhang, and
Koren 2019; Harper and Konstan 2016), recommenders that predict Pinterest interactions (Dacrema,
Cremonesi, and Jannach 2019), classification of the CIFAR-10 image dataset (Page 2018), and
classification of the Wikipedia Toxic Comments dataset (Guocan 2018). Each ML use case uses a
different metric, so to measure data leverage effectiveness, we introduce a context-agnostic
measurement: Data Leverage Power (DLP). DLP considers ML performance relative to the gap between
baseline performance (e.g. “random guess” or “recommend most popular” approaches) and “best-case”
performance achieved with access to all data. For CDC-only and CDC-with-deletion, DLP tells us how
far a CDC group gets Small Co.’s performance from baseline (DLP of 0) to best-case (a DLP of 1). For
instance, a DLP of 0.5 means Small Co.’s performance is halfway from baseline to best-case. More
formally, when users engage in CDC, DLP is defined as Small Co.’s performance improvement relative
to baseline divided by the maximal gap between best-case and baseline. If users only engage in data
deletion (data strike only), Small Co.’s performance is fixed, so instead DLP is defined as Large Co.’s
performance loss relative to the gap between best-case (no strike) and baseline.
Looking at Fig. 2, we can see how effective CDC is across our ML use cases. Leveraging diminishing
returns, CDC can be highly effective at allowing a small company to drastically reduce the performance
gap between itself and a large competitor. We see that
CDC by a small group (e.g. 10-20% of users) can get
various models 80-90% of the way towards Large Co.’s
performance. Furthermore, CDC can be very effective
even if data strikes are not possible (the black CDConly DLP results are very similar to the blue CDCwith-deletion results). Finally, we see that for small
participation rates, CDC exerts much more DLP than
data strikes alone (the red Deletion-only results).
3. DISCUSSION
We observed that CDC can be highly effective in
reducing the performance gap between two
competitors. Constituencies interested in creating
more competition between data-driven technologies
may wish to further investigate CDC itself (e.g.
conducting similar experiments to those described
here) and explore avenues for making CDC easier for
potential participants. Specifically, policymakers and
advocates might push for data portability regulation
and tools, an area of growing discussion (Rossi and
Slaiman 2019; Doctorow 2019).

Fig. 2. The left column shows DLP, while the right
column shows performance metrics for Small Co and
Large Co. Error bars show standard deviation for five
random groups per participation rate.
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